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Ebook Tops Bestseller!!The Unchosen Path: Reflections from the Inner Journey of Illness

shows that even though illness and injury can diminish our outer lives, the inner journey can be

one of unlimited personal growth. The author’s background in psychology, comparative religion

and meditation is reflected in the book’s mind/body/spirit focus.The Unchosen Path

emphasizes how we can keep our hearts open to ourselves and to life in the midst of loss and

suffering. It isn’t about why a person gets sick or how to get better, but instead invites readers

to use the experience of illness or pain as a wake-up call to self-discovery.Rather than a

narrative, the book is composed of short excerpts from interviews, personal journals, and

writings from a variety of authors who share what they have learned and what brings them

healing. The selections are like intimate conversations which inspire, comfort, and enlighten.

The thirteen chapters are arranged by subject, allowing the readers to flip to the topic they

want to explore on any given day such as Why Me?, Difficult Emotions, Working with the Mind,

Relationships, and others. The last chapter offers useful practices for self-exploration.This book

is for anyone who is dealing with:Chronic fatigueMigrainesRheumatoid

arthritisLupusRSDAsthmaBack painIrritable bowelFibromyalgiaMS (Multiple

Sclerosis)Rheumatic DiseasesOr any type of chronic illnessScroll up and click the buy now

button to purchase your copy now.

About the AuthorLaurie Hope is a teacher and psychotherapist with a background in

comparative religions and Buddhist meditation. She has led numerous personal growth and

support groups and taught courses in Death and Dying. She also creates relaxation and

visualization CDs for healing. Her own journey with chronic illness began in 1982. --This text

refers to the paperback edition.
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Bill Butler, “Thank you Laurie Hope!. I'm so glad I read this book, and I recommend it

wholeheartedly. What can I do in the midst of my own pain, or when someone near me is in

pain? Perhaps physical pain, the pain of uncertainty or anxiety or depression, or the pain of

caring for a child who is autistic or just difficult. Or the pain of loss of a loved one. This book

helped me. A small volume of deeply personal stories told simply and clearly by people who

live with chronic pain. Read it without looking for heroes, or people who have found a magic

bullet. You will find real human beings living fully in the moments of their own lives, in the midst

of whatever life brings. Read this book with on open heart, bearing witness to the pain of

people who have opened their lives to all of us. Even bearing witness when there's no other

thing one can do. Sometimes the best we can do is to be present and alive in the midst of

one's own or another's pain, moment by moment by moment.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Insightful and heartfelt, it was fascinating and healing for .... Insightful

and heartfelt, it was fascinating and healing for me as I read and followed Laurie on her "

Unchosen Path".”

Robyn L. Posin, “Tender Self-Compassion. Laurie's book is an extraordinary gift to anyone

living with chronic illness. I've sent two of my clients to reading it after I'd read and felt deeply

moved by its collection of incredibly tender and self-compassionate stories and quotes. Both

women have found enormous support and affirmation for their journeys as they read.It's a

powerful, empowering and important book not only for people coping with chronic illness but,

as well, for those who love them and, truly, for anyone of us! (Since we're each living in what is

likely a temporarily-able body if we're expecting to live a long life!)”

Shamela, “Truly No One Is Alone. I found this book very rewarding because of the numerous

honest first-hand accounts of what it's like to be on the unchosen path of chronic illness and

discomfort. It fills a niche for understanding one's own place and that of others, bridging the

chasm of isolation that can be as unbearable as that of pain and limitation.”

DG, “many walk the unchosen path. Ms. Hope's book made me reflect on the times of

prolonged illness in both my life and the life of my son. She has helped me to make new

meaning and regain a dignity I had lost through illness. She knows what she's talking about

because she's been there and not given up on her personal journey. She understands "what a

long time" to be ill feels like and how much it affects the psyche. Her book will be a fine

companion for you as you make your journey through illness.”



Michael, “Helpful insights and guidance for difficult times. Laurie Hope brings her intelligence,

understanding and experience both as a healer as well as a patient, to this simple yet profound

guide to help people with chronic illness. As a physician, I highly recommend this helpful book

to those seeking comfort, insight and methods to navigate this difficult terrain. However, you

don't have to have an illness to relate to this book. Reading it was like reading poetry from the

souls who shared their hearts.  Michael S. Jones, M.D.”

D. G. Bellenger, “Heartfelt & Helpful. This book is a must for anyone suffering from chronic

illness or disease, or for those who know someone who's suffering. Filled with quotes that uplift

and give hope, I found myself not wanting to put it down. The format of the book is great

because it allows the reader to focus on a particular subject or topic at any particular time. It's

obvious that Laurie Hope is a very knowledgable and compassionate professional who has a

deep understanding of what sufferers go through.”

Roberta W. Sheppard, “A Positive Support. This book engenders compassion in those who

suffer from chronic illness and those who love them. The interviews are bite sized so the

reader can tap into an area of interest and profit from a short read. The book inspires me to

hang in there through pain and exhaustion knowing I am not alone. The quotes range from

bare-bones truth to witty comments.The Unchosen Path opens the heart and lightens the spirit.”

happy nanna, “An Inspiring Book.. I have a neuro-immune illness, for which, as yet, there is no

effective treatment. This book helped me change my attitude regarding long term illness, by

helping me see the positives rather than what I have lost. A real lifesaver.”

The book by Laurie Hope has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 10 people have provided feedback.
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